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Digital Platforms Fuel Rapidly Changing Nature of Industry
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The very nature of industry is changing from a means of production to a process of value

creation that leverages high value-add, digitally connected networks. Manufacturing is no

longer about simply making physical products. Organizations are moving from make-to

stock products and toward less inventory dependent build-, configure-, and engineer-to-

order fulfillment strategies. This requires investment in agile customer-driven processes,

digital infrastructure, and disruptive business models.

The goal is to be able to quickly shift attention and resources to react to customer

requests, capitalize on growth opportunities, and mitigate risks. This is driven by

frameworks that evaluate the ecosystem, technology, and business case in order to

shorten the time it takes for products to reach customers.

READ MORE...

A&D Outlooks for Government and Commercial Supply Chain 

Gartner Group recently published two reports summarizing the trends happening in the

A&D supply chain markets – both the commercial and government sectors.  Including

Cost Optimization for SCLs in Government Sourcing and Procurement.

READ MORE...
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ARAS Case Study: Littelfuse Tackles NPI
with Project Management

Learn about the journey of our customer Littelfuse, who needed a new system to help

better manage their new product introduction (NPI) process.  This case study shares their

journey in selecting a PLM system and how they went about solving their NPI challenges

with Aras Innovator.

READ MORE...

See us at PI PLMx in San Diego

For the fifth year in a row, Razorleaf will have a booth at PI PLMx in San Diego.  This is

the only vendor-neutral PLM Conference that is held annually.  This is a great event to
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attend to get the latest in the state of PLM technology. It’s especially helpful if you are

currently evaluating or considering changing/migrating to a new platform.

See the most current PLM and related technologies available on the market

Learn about the latest industry applications with PLM – Keynotes include The

Spaceship Company, the Marines and more. 

CLICK HERE for the Agenda
Identify peripheral solutions that support PLM

Discover the PLM ecosystem for consultants and services providers who can

review, expand or enhance your PLM implementation

READ MORE...

Visit us at DMC in Phoenix!  

Razorleaf and Razorleaf Government Solutions (RGS) will be participating at DMC 2019

in Phoenix this December 2-5th, 2019. We will be supporting Aras in Booth #446, ready to

talk PLM and integration strategies as well as supporting Aras implementations. We were

the very first Aras implementation partner back when Aras Innovator was originally

launched.

READ MORE...
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